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Technology: >> Innovations in Design, Fabrication and Construction Methods

BIM (Building Information Modeling) The Latest Curve in Technology

Cover Story

New graduate program will explore
innovations in design, fabrication,
and advanced collaboration methods
President’s Column

The first few months of 2005 have been full
of interesting and exiting new programs for
the Architects League, AIA New Jersey and
the national AIA.
The State Leadership Conference was held
in Trenton, NJ on January 29th. Stacey Ruhle
Kliesch, Frank Cunha, Kim Vierheilig, and
myself represented the Architects League
for a day of fellowship and learning. Section
leaders from across the state discussed
the ways each of the sections performs
its duties, the potential collaboration that
exists between the various sections, and the
ways in which the sections and the state
executive committee can work together to
strengthen the benefits to our members.
The meeting also featured an overview of
the scope of services provided by Public
Strategies/Impact, presented by Joe
Simonetta, and a review of the AIA-NJ
Long Range Strategic Plan, presented by
David Del Vecchio.
On February 9-12, Stacey Ruhle Kliesch,
Larry Parisi, and myself attended the AIA
Grassroots Leadership and Legislative
Conference in Washington, DC. The highlight of annual event is the advocacy
program. On Thursday, Feb 10, 750 AIA
architects visited representatives and
senators on Capitol Hill in the hopes of
advancing key legislation that effects
our profession and the built environment.
Although the Institute recognizes 17
significant pieces of legislation, four of
these were deemed imminent and were to
be our prime talking points. The prime issue
is the updating of the federal tax credit for
the rehabilitation of historic buildings into
affordable housing. This bill, which is known
as the Portman-Jefferson Act, was lobbied
by every architect that visited the Hill. We
also discussed brownfields redevelopment,
the mandatory use of photovoltaic energy
in federal buildings as a way to introduce
solar energy to the mainstream, and a
Transportation / Community Enhancement
study. Issue briefs for all of these topics
can be found at www.AIA.org.

By John Nastasi, Architect

One of the prime focuses for the AIA in the
coming few years is to increase our involvement in our communities and strengthen our
voices in the governmental arena concerning the build environment. They are calling
all AIA members to be an active voice in
municipal land use issues, local planning
and zoning boards, and school career days.
National AIA has recently focused heavily on
governmental advocacy, and are becoming
a recognized entity on Capitol Hill. The goal
is to be recognized on all levels of government, so that a local mayor or councilman
will know to call you when looking for
advice on planning, zoning, or development
issues. They envision architects as the
stewards of the built environment. In recent
studies, the general public stated that they
looked to us, the architects, to help make
those decisions.
On the local front, the Architects League
held the first of our moveable feasts at the
Stryker Orthopedics Facility in Mahwah, NJ.
Kevin Gore, our programs chair, who was
intricately involved with the project,
developed this event. The evening featured
a building tour and a roundtable discussion
involving the designer, builder, owner, and
municipal inspector, emphasizing the benefits
of early collaboration in the delivery of a
successful project. This event was a great
success and we hope to have a series of
these ‘case study’ meetings throughout
the year and into the future. If you have
a project that would make an interesting
moveable feast location, please contact
Kevin Gore with the details. We are
always looking to celebrate the successes
of our members.
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BIM - The Latest Curve
in Technology
When deciding upon the focus
for our 2Q Technology Issue the
editorial committee discussed
numerous ways that computers
and software have impacted our
profession. In particular, how we
produce and deliver our services.
Looking forward, we recognize
the trends/directions that software
companies and educational
institutions alike are heading in.
Computer renderings and threedimensional drafting techniques
are the understandable precursor
to Building Information Modeling
or BIM, as it is known. This is why
we chose this opportunity to write
about this particular subject.
Earlier last year the Board of
ALNNJ was treated to a tour
of the newly created ProductArchitecture Lab at Stevens
Institute of Technology in
Hoboken. John Nastasi, RA the
director of this new program, also
briefed us on the graduate study
program they offered. This visit
piqued the curiosity of many who
attended as it is obviously going
to transform how we design and
document our work.
There are many resources to further
you knowledge of this emerging
force. Several of the software
companies (AutoDesk, Bentley,
and Graphisoft) have web-based
seminars and information about
their products. The AIA’s web site
also has significant information
and the AIA National Convention
will also have continuing education
seminars on BIM. Be sure to look
it up if you are going.
Anthony Iovino, AIA, PP
Editor L2Q 05

This past fall, 20 students of diverse backgrounds began a course of graduate study
at the Stevens Institute of Technology.
Members of an inaugural class of a new
post-professional interdisciplinary design
program will earn a Master’s of Engineering
in Product-Architecture. As the founding
director of this program, my objective is to
encourage these future design and building
professionals to embrace collaborative
work methods as they pursue nascent topics
in design in the context of manufacturing
methodologies and advanced material
studies. The primary goal is to explore
intense and creative collaborations
between designers, engineers, scientists
and manufacturers.
In its inaugural year, The ProductArchitecture Lab, as it has become known,
has captured the national attention of
innovators in the design industry. Gehry
Technologies of Los Angeles; an emergent
branch of Gehry Partners dedicated to building
design and construction technology, Buro
Happold Engineers in New York City; the
AEC industry’s leader in engineering design
integrating advanced computer technology,
SHoP; a renegade architectural studio in
New York City and Tri-Pyramid Structures;
an integrated design and manufacturing
company based in Westford, Massachusetts,
are all among the program’s close advisers
and research collaborators.
The following is a Q & A session between
Anthony Iovino, AIA, former president of the
Architects League of Northern New Jersey
and John Nastasi, Architect and Director of
the Graduate Program in Product-Architecture
at Stevens. The questions offered up by
Anthony Iovino are directed at current
issues in the AEC industry and attempts to
illicit answers to important questions that
could hypothetically come from the young
intern completing his/her IDP to the
established business owner practicing
architecture today:
AI: What does the term, ProductArchitecture mean to you?
JN: Product-Architecture is the realm of

design where the boundaries between products, furniture and building components are
dissolved. It is when architects, designers,
mechanical engineers and manufacturers
are working collaboratively and not with the
traditional and obsolete modes of hierarchy.
AI: At the core of the new graduate
program at Stevens is what is being called
“Building Information Modeling”. Can you

explain what this entails and how it is
different from what we currently understand
as digital modeling?
JN: Building Information Modeling, as

architects are beginning to understand, is
essentially the evolution of solid modeling
which has been in the mechanical design
industry for over 25 years. Once isolated on
Unix platforms in the automotive and aero
space industries, this technology has
migrated into the AEC industry by way of
the evolved powerful personal computer.
Once C.A.T.I.A., an acronym for Computer
Aided Three-dimensional Interactive
Application, became available on the PC
platform, innovators such as Gehry Partners
pioneered the way for the rest of us.

As an aside to this, it is ironic and paradoxical
that it took Gehry and his unconventional
and unorthodox methods of design and
reverse engineering to illustrate the powerful
implications that parametric modeling can
have on the rest of the more conventional
AEC building industry.
AI: Can you elaborate on that point?
JN: Yes. Gehry essentially makes paper

sculptural models that are transposed into
the computer by way of 3-d laser scanning
methodologies. He is designing an exterior
skin and post-rationalizing an inner skeleton
to accommodate and support that skin. This
is a very inefficient way of working and
making. Gehry is using a tool that embodies
efficiency and mass production and uses it
in a very idiosyncratic and “one-off” way.
AI: Back to the explanation of Building
Information Modeling…
JN: OK, Building Information Modeling, in

the context of what we were just speaking
about, is at its core, based on the constraining
and parameterization of geometry. You
begin, in the parametric environment, just
as you did in the days of pencil and paper.
You produce an intuitive sketch which
embodies a gesture or idea. Over time, and
in no particular order, you can add, remove or
clarify the sketch by introducing relationships

between geometry, dimensional data or
contextual hierarchy. The sketch evolves
over the course of design into a fully
empowered drawing that establishes all
of the necessary information required to
transpose from sketch (drawing), to object,
and from object (part) to building
component (assembly).
This is the first time in over twenty years,
since the implementation of AutoCad into
the architectural office, that drawing is
returning to an intuitive, gestural and creative endeavor. Anthony, the sketch module
of the parametric environment returns us to
our days in undergraduate school together
at Pratt where drawing with pencil on

vellum was our belief system. However,
here, the sketch can continually evolve over
time to a fully developed system.
For instance, and it is not easy talking about
this stuff without the benefits of a computer
screen, if a hypothetical plan of a speculative
office building must have a length to depth
ratio of 2 to 1, then the designer can incorporate that proportion system as a parameter
in the sketch of the overall floor plate. As
you subsequently place that floor plate on
speculative site after speculative site, you
have the ability to adjust and augment the
plan of the building while maintaining its
inherent proportion system that may have
to do with an efficiency system beyond the
understanding of its site. Here, you have
flexibility in design without compromising
efficiency. This is what is being referred to
as “Mass Customization”.
The same type of constraining geometry can
apply to floor to floor heights, depth of
structure to span, as well as proportion of
glazed openings to opaque wall systems.
You, as the designer, establish the over-riding parameters of design.
AI: As I research this topic I find that ideally
no paper drawings are involved. At this
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stage of the technology's development and
given how most architects currently work,
is this paperless project achievable?
JN: (laughing) Saying that this process is

paperless is simply not true. 15 years ago,
when Bernard Tschumi stepped in as Dean
of Columbia and established the “paperless
studio”, everyone thought the same thing.
In hindsight, that movement at Columbia
seemed to create a tremendous amount of
evocative and sophisticated rendered
images of blobs, undulating surfaces and
beautiful shades and shadows. It never was
really about being paperless, but in fact was
constrained to only paper in that the rendering
became the end and not a means to an end.
Here, the parametric environment, although
predominantly digital, relies on the technology’s ability to “automate” 2d output into
the more conventional environment of
Autocad. The parametric model is the means
to an end. The end is manufacturability;
making. The amazing thing here is that

Internet
Resources
for Design
Professionals:

AI: You have a small design studio in
Hoboken, not unlike a lot of offices in New
Jersey, correct? Have you implemented this
methodology in your practice? If so, has
this worked successfully on your recent
collaborations?
JN: Yes, yes and we’ll see. We started

introducing this technology slowly and over
time into my office about three years ago.
We started with small controllable projects
like furniture pieces and built-ins. We
immediately realized that once a piece is
designed and developed such as a
desk/bench, we very efficiently were able
to re-implement the design in a host of
other configurations for other clients. So,
in a sense, we were developing a cohesive
body of work with similarities of materials,
connections and detailing. This is not unlike
the early days of AutoCad when architects
began building digital libraries of details.
However, in this context, the final product
is much more customizable and malleable
without losing efficiency and design intent.
More recent projects in my studio today
are larger and increasingly more complex;
a pre-assembled suburban house prototype
in Woodcliff Lake and a mid-rise mixed use
building for a cutting edge recording studio
in Hoboken.
AI: How do you see this technology, the
whole BIM concept, changing our profession?
JN: Your questions get right to the

point……

the 2d output, once the laborious core of
architectural offices and design services, is
now automated. More time can be spent on
design and most importantly, on thinking
three-dimensionally about making. The
paper output; 2D plans, sections and details
are direct output from the model for distribution purposes to clients, consultants,
contractors and governing authorities.
The epiphany comes when the three
dimensional information model gets altered
throughout the design process. When this
occurs, as it seemingly always does, the 2D
output (plans, sections, etc) are automatically updated as they are digitally linked to the
information model. It creates an automated
draftsman….
AI: That reminds me of a group of industrial

engineers that were neighbors of ours in
Edgewater. They had intense 3-D modeling
software about 10 years ago!
JN: Once again, we as architects are being

exposed to things that existed in other
industries decades ago…… At Stevens,
the mechanical engineers laugh at me when
I talk about parametric modeling as a new
vehicle for architects. However, mechanical
engineers have been working in this matter,
on platforms such as C.A.T.I.A., Pro-Engineer
and Solidworks, since the mid 80’s…..
4

Working in this manner, the architect or
designer can re-establish himself as a masterbuilder. Building Information Modeling
embodies geometric conditions (Design),
materiality (Craft), physical properties
(Engineering) and assembly
(Construction/Manufacturing). It forces us
to work comprehensively again and to be
conscious at all times of the final goal,
which is always to realize our ideas through
building …… It is an extremely practical
application with tremendous implications on
the way our industry can efficiently improve
on a day to day basis.

on funded research projects. Current design
and research projects include:
■ A transparent enclosure and interactive
exhibition for the British Airways Concorde,
sponsored by the Intrepid Sea, Air and
Space Museum in New York City.
■ Curtain wall design and development for
the Fashion Institute of Technology in New
York City, as sponsored by and in collaboration
with SHoP Architects in New York City.
■ Information and Interaction Design for
an undisclosed commercial airline launch.
■ Theater and Acoustic design for
Goldman Sachs Corp., as sponsored by and
in collaboration with SHoP Architects in
New York City.
■ Apse-traction - The design of a modern
apse for a Norweigen Christian Church in
Hoboken, NJ, sponsored by and in collaboration with Dean Marchetto, AIA of
Hoboken, NJ.
■ Sub-Urban Prototype - The design
of a pre-assembled private residence in
Woodcliff Lake, NJ, as sponsored by its
client, Greg and Arpie Najarian of Woodcliff
Lake, NJ and in collaboration with Nastasi
Architects of Hoboken, NJ.

The program is headquartered in Stevens’s
historic Carnegie Laboratory—a facility that
at the turn of the last century emerged as a
state of the art manufacturing facility. With
the recent addition of an advanced digital
media lab, —a suite of PCs and Macs;
design software such as CATIA, Digital
Project, Solidworks and scripting environments such as Flash, Apache and PHP; 3D
scanners; and other gear --- the ProductArchitect Lab leaps into this new century
at the forefront of design.
For further information about The ProductArchitecture Lab, please visit our web site
at: http://www.stevens.edu/prodarch
Or email the director at:
jnastasi@stevens.edu

About the Program:

The Graduate Program in ProductArchitecture At Stevens is a two-year post
professional graduate program offering the
degree of Master of Engineering in ProductArchitecture.
The current student body, a mix of architects,
engineers, product designers, mathematicians and computer scientists, have come
from undergraduate programs across the
country including Columbia University,
Cooper Union, NJIT, Rhode Island School
of Design, Vassar, Savannah College of
Art, Georgia Tech, University of Michigan,
Bucknell University, Carnegie Mellon,
University of Cincinnatti and Cal-Berkeley.
Once together, the students are grouped in
interdisciplinary teams and work collaboratively
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About the Director:
John Nastasi is a practicing architect and
design educator with over 15 years of experience.
He currently serves as Founding Director of the
Product-Architecture Lab, an interdisciplinary
Graduate Program in Product Design, Architecture
and Engineering at the Stevens Institute of
Technology in Hoboken, New Jersey and is also
the Design Principal of the award-winning
Hoboken-based design-build studio, Nastasi
Architects. Mr. Nastasi is a graduate of Pratt
Institute’s School of Architecture and Harvard’s
Graduate School of Design, a recipient of
Harvard’s Rice Prize for advancement in
Architecture and Engineering and a 1996 recipient
of the Young Architects Award from the
Architectural League of New York. He has been
the recipient of six annual design awards from
the New Jersey Chapter of the American Institute
of Architects. He resides in Manhattan.

Design Professionals monitor industry
news generally through publications. Many
of the leading publications are also available
online. In addition, there are many interesting
websites which target information to assist
design professionals and consumers. They
contain reports on recent trends in the
industry, current proposed legislation
affecting design professionals, and current
projects in design and construction. Some
websites which may be of interest, and a
brief description, are listed below:
www.aia.org
“The voice of the Architecture Profession”
www.aia-nj.org
This site is designed to aid AIA New Jersey
Members, colleagues, clients, and anyone
interested in information pertaining to
architecture in New Jersey.
www.construction.com
McGraw-Hill Construction is a universal site
which can link you to many other industry
related sites.
www.archrecord.com
Architectural Record online also offers a
free e-mail newsletter called WebInsider
which updates you in brief on major
Architectural issues for the month.
www.enr.com
Engineering News Report is a key source
for projects out to bid and industry trends.
http://sweets.construction.com/
Sweets catalog online.
www.aecinfo.com
Offers a summary of news and events and
a wide directory of construction products
available in the market with easy access
links.
www.e-architect.com
Offers reports on national architectural
news among other information.
www.dbia.org
The Design Build Association of America.
www.thebluebook.com The Blue Book
online offers regional construction directories in most major markets throughout the
United States.
www.njleg.state.nj.us
The official site of the New Jersey
Legislature offering links to all NJ legislative officials by district, proposed bills,
statutes, committees, and many other governmental information.
www.irs.gov
The Internal Revenue Service offers a helpful website with many downloadable forms.
www.eeoc.gov
The U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission website offers information on
topics such as harassment, discrimination,
and the Americans with Disability Act.
www.mapquest.com
Fast access to directions and maps for
meeting or site locations.

Diana Rattazzi
Architectural Representative
1-800-635-5147 x1894

In addition, it is very easy to find ALMOST
ANYTHING through your search engine (e.g.
Google or Yahoo) by simply typing in a
sequence of key words in the search area
and GO……. Happy Surfing!
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The Sherwin-Williams Company
226 Talmadge Road
Edison, NJ 08817
908-389-9498
Fax 732-287-9288
Cell 908-309-8709
email: dave.c.hall@sherwin.com
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David C. Hall, CDT, CSI
Architectural Account
Representative
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Installation Dinner

Calendar of Events

Prior to the catfish, the League welcomed
the new Trustees and Officers while highlighting the past year and giving thanks
to the departing Board Members. Terms
expired for Brian Altman, AIA, and Scott
Lurie, AIA who have given terrific service to
the League over the years. Michael Busch,
Assoc. AIA, Joyce Raspa-Gore, AIA, Esq.
and Anthony D’Angelo, AIA are the newest
board members and we welcome them to
the team.

Electronic Design Group…thanks Bob
Lightolier…thanks Gerard
AJ Rapaport Partners
Metro Brick & Supply
Office Furniture Partnership
Wolf Gordon

The new Regional Director, Robin Murray,
AIA, was on hand to formally pass the torch
and swear in the group. Anthony Iovino,
AIA as immediate Past President emceed

As with most of our events we owe
significant gratitude to the companies that
support our organization financially. This
event was no exception. The generosity of
the following companies made this event
affordable:

Special thanks go to our main supporters
at EDG and Lightolier whose significant
contributions were essential. Additionally,
thanks go to Bruce Zahor for his assistance
with the graphics and his professionalism.
B.B. and Lucille made certain we all had
a good time.
Anthony Iovino, AIA

Robin Murray
AIA Regional
Director

Outgoing President
Fay Logan and
2003 President
Anthony Iovino

save the date...
Architects League of Northern New Jersey

Sixth Annual Golf Outing
EMERSON

April 4
Private Faces in
Public Spaces:
Genitality and Public
Space
4
Princeton University

April 4
ARO - Architecture
Research Office
“Addition Subtraction”
Princeton University5

April 6
The Boys From BrazilEsther da Costa Meyer
Princeton University

10

April 11
Reconstruction and
Scientific Humanism
After 1945
Princeton University11

April 12
Sara Caples &
Everardo Jefferson
Architects, NYC
“New Mix”
12

April 13 - 20
Regenerating
Neighborhoods in
Partnership
Columbia University
13
NYC

April 20 - 27
Urban Planning
Masters’ Theses
Columbia University
NYC

Architects
League
Board Meeting

GOLF

CLUB

Kim V. Vierheilig
Committee Chairperson
for more information
(201) 447-6400

Jason Zawitkowski was part of a team
that won the international Cradle-to-Cradle
Home Competition. Jason was one of our
2003 scholarship winners. Visit the following
website for additional information
http://www.roanoke.com/news/roanoke/
16902.html.

Thru May 15
Open: New Designs for
Public Spaces
National Building
Museum
17
Washington, DC

18

Board member
receives award
Kim V. Vierheilig, Associate AIA, LEED
AP was awarded the AIA NJ Intern of the
Year Award

Monday, July 18, 2005

20

MIT Lecture
Winy Mass,
Architect
Rotterdam

24

thu

6

19

25

26

1

2

thru April 8
Janos Enyedi Made in America: The
Industrial Landscape
Washington DC
8

April 6 - 13
Communicating with
Urban Designers
Columbia University
NYC
9

april

Mar 5 Thru Oct 10
Tools of the
Imagination
National Building
Museum
Washington, DC

Mar 5 - Jun 25
Recarving China’s Past:
Art, Archaeology and
Architecture of the
Wu Family Shrines
3
Princeton Art Museum

Previous scholarship
winner wins again

sat

and organized the affair along with Bobby
Kaplan, AIA.

Events
fri

Keeping in line with the delightful spirit of
our now Past President Fay Logan, AIA and
with the casual yet progressive attitude of
our new President William Severino, AIA
we held a non-black tie party. This relaxed
environment allowed for enjoyable banter
and camaraderie amongst all 80 guests
who packed in the café.

The NJ DCA Office on Smart Growth
honored Dean Marchetto Architects, PC,
in association with A. Nelesssen
Associates, PP, with awards for the
"Mulberry Street Promenade" in Newark
and the "Jersey City Greenway" in
Jersey City.

Open long termWashington:
Symbol and City
National Building
Museum
Washington, DC

27

7
April 13
Frontierspace
Design
Competition
Deadline

14

Taxes Due

Smart Growth Award

ALNNJ

wed

sun

Cajun food and blues was the setting for
our Installation Dinner this past January
9th. The ceremony was held at a local
eatery in downtown Englewood, the Moon
Street Café. The affair then continued at
the BergenPAC for an exciting concert with
none other than B. B. King himself.

Architects League of Nor thern New Jersey

tue

Severino Sworn In…
Spicy and Blue

Member News

mon

Our new
President
William
Severino

15

Wednesday April 20

Architects League Board
Meeting, Tour and Dinner
Starts promptly at 6:00pm
Tour: Building One
Newark Liberty International Airport
Originally dedicated by Amelia Earhart in
1935, rededicated as an Art Deco landmark
in 2002.
Dinner to follow in28
the Ironbound Section.

may

23

29

Thru May 6
Jean Prouve
Tropical House
New Haven, CT

1

2

3

4

5

6

30

May 7 - Jun 12
Unexpected Journey
Art of the Ancient
Americas
Princeton Art Museum

7

13

Saturday, May 21
Build-A-City
a building marathon
11am - 2pm
Center for Architecture
14
NYC

19

22
20

21

26

27

28

2

3

4

9

10

11

It is very important to the vendors that
many architects visit the show and the
vendors booths. The Trade Show is
one of the League's major fundraisers.
The vendors need to see that the show is
supported by the League and its architects
to make it a meaningful event for them.

8

15

9

10

16

Thursday, May 19 >>
Celebrating Heroes
NY Ticker-Tape
Parades
Trinity Church
17
NYC

Trade Show
at the
11 Glenpointe 12
Thursday, May 19 >>
IIDA Pioneers of
Industry - Speaker
Robert M. Stern
St. Peters Church
18
NYC

AIA National Convention
Las Vegas, NV
May 19, 20 and 21, 2005

Architects League
Board Meeting 5:00pm
Location: TBD

22
Thru Jan 29, 2006Liquid Stone: New
Architecture in Concrete
National Building
Museum
29
Washington, DC

We need your support for their
continued support!
5

Father’s Day

Think about it...
Our Fourth Quarter issue of Leagueline
is to be about “What we do”, featuring
photographs and brief descriptions of our
favorite recent work. Think about it.

23
Memorial Day

The 2005 Trade Show will be held May 12
at the Glenpointe, Teaneck NJ. In order to
provide more attendees access to seminars
and CEU's, the seminars will be given
over the course of the afternoon and
evening. We will attempt to provide more
seminars with HSW CEU's.

Mother’s Day

May 12

24

25

june
30

June 7
Career Day
5pm-8pm
Center for Architecture
NYC

6

31

1

Thursday June 16

Architects League
Board Meeting, Tour and Dinner
Starts promptly at 6:00pm
7
8
ECO-WALK – Hackensack
River
Watershed and Environmental Lecture
Two DeKorte Plaza, Lyndhurst, NJ
led by Hugh Carola and his team. Followed by
dinner and a lecture by Dr. Franco Montaldo
of E Design Dynamics.

Architects
League
Board Meeting

June 18
Skyscrapers: The
Ultimate Challenge
12pm-3pm
Center for Architecture
18
NYC

12

13

14

15

16

17

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

1

2

E
T HER
OJEC
R
P
YOUR
26
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Thru April 30
Changing Streetscape
New Architecture &
Open Space in Harlem
NYC

SAVE THE DATE MAY 12, 2005
Trade Show
at the Glenpointe

10

16

27

28

29

30

July 18, 2005
ALNNJ
Sixth Annual
Golf Outing
Emerson Golf Club
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( P O S T A G E )

The Architects League
of Northern New Jersey
P.O. Box 152
Paramus, NJ 07653-0152

To:

Carpets &

Floor Covering

this ad and get a 20%
✱ Mention
discount on your next order!

201.794.3905

Quality Repro Centers, Inc.
Digital Large Document Copying

Reduction

& Enlargement

Color Copies, High Speed Copies, CAD Plotting and supplies

Open Monday – Friday, 8:30am – 5:00 pm PICK UP & DELIVERY
296 Route 46 East, Elmwood Park, NJ www.qrepro.com

West Caldwell 973-575-0200
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